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Compromising the inherent trade-off between transverse resolution and depth of focus (DOF) remains a longstanding issue in optical coherence tomography (OCT). In this paper, we report a novel technique—parallel
multiple aperture synthesis (pMAS) to simultaneously generate multiple optical apertures in an OCT sample arm
by employing a two-surface coated mirror. In the proposed pMAS, the DOF is extended by a factor of 16.49 without
sacrificing the transverse resolution for proof-of-concept experiments when multiple distinctive apertures are
digitally synthesized. The microparticles and tissue experiments demonstrate the feasibility of pMAS to address
the fundamental problem of limited DOF in high resolution OCT. © 2018 Optical Society of America
OCIS codes: (110.4500) Optical Coherence Tomography; (170.4500) Optical coherence tomography; (170.3880) Medical and biological imaging;
(120.3890) Medical optics instrumentation.
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1. INTRODUCTION
Optical coherence tomography (OCT) is a non-invasive cross-sectional
and three-dimensional imaging technique, and has been widely
applied in ophthalmology and cardiology [1-3]. Use of high resolution
OCT for imaging of biological microstructures is a topic of recent
interest. The inverse relationship between high transverse resolution
and depth of focus (DOF) in optical coherence tomography [4-7]
hinders direct observations of cellular structures in thick specimens.
Thus, imaging with extended DOF is of great interest in the fields of
biology and medicine. Various techniques based on either tailored
illumination [8-10], multiple aperture synthesis (MAS) [11-14], multifocusing [15], scanning focusing [16], complex wavefront shaping [17]
and computational methods, including algorithm processing
(deconvolution) [18] and theoretical solutions (interferometric
synthetic aperture microscopy) [19, 20], in OCT imaging are currently
being developed to provide an extended DOF. These new approaches
have created unprecedented new possibilities to investigate thicker
biological tissues at the expense of optical aberration, loss of speed,
phase instability or tedious post-processing. Therefore, a simple,
reliable, and transplantable method is strongly demanded for the DOF
extension in most OCT modalities. The performance of MAS in OCT
demonstrates that it is the most promising method for overcoming the
DOF limit by first generating multiple apertures and then properly
combining them [9]. This process is first achieved by introducing a
cylindrical lens drove by a piezo-electrical transducer, which separates

illuminated light into different apertures—thereby recovering
transverse resolution at the defocus plane. However, system stability is
highly required because the circular motion of the cylindrical lens can
induce an unexpected aberration resulting from minor vibrations in
the optical path, and a simple and robust MAS design would be
welcomed.
In this letter, we propose a novel approach—parallel multiple
aperture synthesis (pMAS), which is analogous to synthetic aperture
radar—to preserve the diffraction-limited transverse resolution over a
multiple-fold-extended DOF. This approach creates multiple reflections
on a two-surface coated mirror and then generates multiple distinctive
optical apertures that are encoded by a constant optical path difference
along the z-axis (depth dimension). Multiple sub-images are separated
by equal distances along the z-axis in one cross-sectional scan (B-scan).
Multiple sub-images are thereafter corrected and synthesized to
generate a brand-new image with a multiple-times-extended DOF. In
the post-processing approach, we applied the previous dispersion
compensation algorithm and the digital refocusing algorithm [13],
thereby enabling an extended depth of field. Most importantly, a fiberbased system makes pMAS more flexible and portable without
compromising features.

2. MATERIALS AND METHODS

A. Multiple Aperture Synthesized OCT System

spectrum is digitized in 12-bit resolution and transferred to a
computer via an image acquisition board (KBN-PCE-CL4-F, Bitflow,
Woburn, MA, USA). Two-directional galvo-scanner GS (GVS002,
Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) is driven with saw-tooth pulses, which are
generated by a 16-bit analog output from a data acquisition (DAQ)
board (PCI-6221, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA). Image
acquisition and the galvo-scanner are synchronized by the external
trigger from a DAQ digital output. Discrete Fourier transform is
performed on each frame, with 1024 axial lines (A-lines) obtained by
the CCD to resolve the axial depth profile of the sample.

Fig. 1. Multiple aperture synthesized OCT system. (a) Schematic of the
DOF-extended spectral domain OCT system. (b) Magnified view of the
optical beams generated by the MASE. (c) Illumination apertures and
detection apertures of the three beams indicated in (b), and aperture of
the objective lens. SLD, super luminescent diode; OC, fiber optic
coupler; PC, polarization controller; L1, L3, L5, collimating lens; L2, L4,
focusing lens; L6, camera lens; NDF, neutral density filter; M1, M2,
mirror; GS, galvo-scanner; MASE: multiple aperture synthesis element;
G, transmission diffraction grating; IMAQ, image acquisition; C,
computer; B1-2, two beams generated by multiple reflection on the
front and back surfaces of the MASE; and A1-2, two optical apertures
generated by the MASE and the optical aperture of the objective lens.
∆d is the transverse distance between two adjacent illumination
beams.

B. Multiple Aperture Synthesis Principle
To extend the DOF, the MAS element (MASE) is placed into the sample
arm. The MASE is a custom-built mirror whose front surface is coated
with a dielectric film (600-1000 nm, T/R = 60:40) and whose back
surface is coated with 100% reflective film. Multiple reflections on the
front and back surfaces of MASE produce a series of illumination
beams (B1–2) shown in Fig. 1(b). The ratio of power among B1–2 is
approximately 40%:36%. Other higher-order illumination beams are
not considered because they are relatively weaker and contain only
24% of the total illumination power. Similarly, this design may also
result in a signal loss of 24% of the total detection power. Fig. 1(c)
depicts two distinctive apertures in the objective lens (L4) pupil plane.
Apertures 1–2 (A1–2) denote three apertures generated by the MASE.
The transverse distance between two adjacent beams among B1–2 is
determined by the geometrical thickness ( t = 0.25 mm), the refractive
index ( n = 1.5 @ 890 nm) and the inclination angle ( θ = 45°) of the
2t tan[sin −1 (sin θ n)] , which is 0.19 mm. The
MASE as ∆d MASE =
optical path difference between two adjacent beams among B1–2 is
=
denoted by ∆zMASE 2nt cos[sin −1 (sin θ n)] − ∆d MASE , which is 0.66 mm.
If we define the small extra optical path difference that arises from the
defocus-induced local wavefront curvature as ∆zcurve , then the singlepass optical path difference between two adjacent beams among B1–2

is ∆z =∆zMASE +∆zcurve . There will be three optical path differences—0,

∆z and 2∆z —and three sub-images will be equally separated along
the depth dimension in one cross-sectional scan (B-scan).
In the classical theory of Fourier-domain OCT, the detected
interference signal I (k ) in the k-space, including the direct-current (DC)
term, cross-correlation (CC) term, and the auto-correlation (AC) term,
can be represented by the following simplified formulation:

Fig. 1(a) illustrates the constructed fiber-based spectral domain OCT
∞
system for DOF extension via pMAS. The power source is a
I (k ) =
S (k )[DC + 2 ∫ I r (k ) I s (k ) cos(2kz )dz + AC] , (1)
supercontinuum source (SuperK Extreme OCT, NKT Photonics A/C,
−∞
Birkerød, Denmark) filtered by a dichroic mirror (DMSP950, Thorlabs,
Newton, NJ, USA), resulting in a center wavelength of 890 nm and a 3where S ( k ) is the spectral distribution of the light source. I r (k ) and
dB bandwidth of 180 nm. The light from the light source is split into the
I s (k ) are the electric field reflectivity from the reference arm and the
sample arm (50%) and the reference arm (50%) by a 2×2 coupler
(TW850R5A2, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA). In the reference arm, the
sample arm at depth z . Then, S (k ) , DC and AC are omitted because
light is collimated by lens L1 (AC050-010-B-ML, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ,
only CC encodes depth-resolved information for OCT imaging. Taking
USA) and focused by lens L2 (M Plan Apo NIR 20×, Mitutoyo, Takatsuthree kinds of optical path differences into consideration, we rewrite
ku, Kawasaki, JP) onto reference mirror M1 (PF10-03-P01, Thorlabs,
Eq. (1) as
Newton, NJ, USA). The light beam in the sample arm is collimated by
lens L3 (AC050-010-B-ML, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA) and focused by
 3

I ( k ) 2 I r ( k ) I s (k ) ∑ exp[i 2kz + ik (m -1) ⋅ ∆z ] + C.C. , (2)
=
objective lens L4 (M Plan Apo NIR 20×, Mitutoyo, Takatsu-ku,
 m =1

Kawasaki, JP). The backscattered light from the sample is recombined
where C.C. indicates the complex conjugate and will be omitted in the
with the light from the reference arm and is finally directed into the
subsequent derivation, and m represents the m-th sub-image
spectrometer. The spectrometer consists of a collimation lens, L5
(AC050-010-B-ML, Thorlabs, Newton, NJ, USA), a 1500 lines/mm
I m (k ) . To correct optical path differences and coherently sum three
diffraction grating (PING-1500/915-980-030, Ibsen Photonics, Farum,
sub-images located at different axial depths into a single image, we
Denmark), a camera lens (85 mm, f/1.2, Canon, Tokyo, JP), and a 4096here define k= k0 + ∆k and rewrite Eq. (2) as
pixel CCD camera (AViiVA EM4, e2V, Chelmsford, UK). The detected

3

I ( k ) 2 I r ( k ) I s ( k ) ∑ exp[
i 2kz + iα m + i β m ]
=
=

3

∑I

m 1=
m 1
=

m

(k )

, (3)

where I m (k ) 2 I r (k ) I s (k ) exp[i 2kz + iα m + iβ=
, α m k0 (m -1) ⋅ ∆z ,
=
m]
and β m = ∆k (m -1) ⋅ ∆z . Eq. (3) is expressed as a constant phase α m

and an oscillation phase β m , which can be corrected in two sequential

steps. First, according to the Fourier shift theorem, we correct α m by

multiplying Eq. (3) by a constant phase coefficient exp( −iα m ) , which
means axially aligning two lower sub-images to the topmost sub-image.
Second, β m can also be eliminated by multiplying an oscillation phase,

exp(−iβ m ) , by the Fourier spectrum of three axially aligned subimages. The resultant image with three distinctive apertures
synthesized is given by
3

I MAS (k ) =∑ ℑ [ I m (k ) ⋅ exp(−iα m )] ⋅ exp(−iβ m ) .

(4)

m =1

where ℑ represents Fourier transformation. The digitally synthesized
image not only refocuses the defocused sample and preserves the
diffraction-limited transverse resolution over a multiple-timesextended DOF but also increases the image contrast.

3. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

A. DOF Extension in microparticles phantom imaging

As proof-of-concept for pMAS, we investigated the capability of DOF
extension using a homemade phantom of polystyrene calibration
microparticles with a nominal diameter of 6 μm (No. 64090-15,
nominal size 6 µm, Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA), which are evenly
dispersed in the agarose gel (No. PC0701-100 g, Vivantis, Oceanside,
CA, USA). Within the limited imaging depth of our system, samples
were scanned axially using a translation stage. Five sub-images were
shown in panel with standard OCT [Fig. 2(a)] and pMAS OCT [Fig. 2(b)]
at five depths of 78, 233, 388, 543 and 698 μm, respectively. Each
image has a size of 116 (axial) × 758 (transverse) pixels covering a
range of 155 (axial) × 646 (transverse) μm. In our standard OCT
system, the MFD (defined by the 1/e field) was 5.0 ± 0.5 μm and the
focal length of collimating lens and focusing lens are both 10 mm. The
theoretical diffraction-limited transverse resolution was 2.92 μm, and
the corresponding DOF (defined as the confocal parameter) was 16.01
μm ( n = 1.33 , λc = 850 nm ). In this experiment, the narrowest fullwidth at half-maximum (FWHM) of microparticles captured by
standard OCT at the focus was 9.23 μm, shown in second sub-image.
After the microparticles size 6 µm have been subtracted, we obtained
the finest transverse resolution of 3.23 μm and a DOF of 18.80 μm,
close to the theoretical value 16.01 μm. As the Rayleigh distance is
determined by the beam waist size, which is 2 larger than the
FWHMs of microparticles at the focus. In our measured FWHM, most
of the microparticles in the second and third sub-images captured by
pMAS were narrower than 13.05 μm, which means that the DOF was
approximately extended by a factor of 16.49 (= 155×2 μm/18.80 μm),
155 μm here is the axial length of a sub-image. Five representative
microparticles were circled in pairs, and their transverse intensity
profiles were plotted for direct comparison. The FWHMs of selected
microparticles are listed in Table. 1. Except for those close to the
uppermost and lowermost boundaries, microparticles throughout a
depth range of 775 μm (= 155×5 μm) were well recovered by pMAS.
Table. 1. Comparison of FWHMs and transverse resolution ( ∆x )
of typical microparticles captured by standard and pMAS OCT
Depth
FWHM (μm)
FWHM
∆x (μm)
∆x
(μm) standard pMAS
ratio
standard pMAS ratio
78
68.07
19.94
3.41
62.07
13.94 4.45
233
9.23
9.15
1.01
3.23
3.15
1.03
388
16.43
9.23
1.66
10.43
3.23
2.66
543
33.17
13.61
2.44
27.17
7.61
3.56
698
48.72
18.34
2.66
42.72
12.34 3.46

Fig. 2. Cross-sectional OCT images of microparticles without (a) and
with (b) pMAS processing at different depths in logarithmic scale.
Transverse normalized intensity profiles of five representative
microparticles were detected by standard (STD) OCT (black curve)
and pMAS OCT (red curve), where FWHM enhancement ratios of five
representative microparticles are shown in the margin. The scale bar is
100 μm.

B. DOF Extension in Biological Tissue Imaging
To further demonstrate the feasibility of the pMAS OCT, we performed
tissue imaging experiments ex vivo using a fresh lemon. Additionally,
the composite cross-sectional images were acquired by manual
scanning, which is similar to the microparticles experiment. Four
biological sub-images were imaged at four different depths at five
depths of 89, 266, 443 and 620 μm, respectively. Each image had a size
of 133 (axial) × 113 (transverse) pixels, covering a range of 177 (axial)
× 479 (transverse) μm. Intact features of internal structures were
exhibited with standard OCT [Fig. 3(a)] and pMAS OCT [Fig. 3(b)].
Here, the focus plane was placed in the third sub-image. For a
comparison of Fig. 3(a) and Fig. 3(b), lemon structures were well
digitally refocused, as indicated by sharpened cell walls and clearly
reconstructed detailed features (indicated by green arrows).
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Fig. 3. Cross-sectional OCT images of extracted lemon slices without
(a) and with (b) pMAS processing at different depths in logarithmic
scale. Featured structures are marked by green arrows for comparison.
The scalebar is 100 μm.

4. DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS

We demonstrated a DOF extension technology employing a simple
reflective mirror. This design is similar to the angular compounding
design and can achieve a speckle reduction performance [21, 22]. The
coated mirror presented here is inexpensive and compatible with
conventional OCT. For both microparticles and tissue experiments, it
enables high transverse resolution cross-sectional imaging
accompanied by a relatively long DOF. However, the current study has
three limitations. First, 24% (-1.19 dB) of the illumination and
detection powers will be wasted during aperture division. This
limitation could be overcome by increasing the incident power.
Second, the second term ( exp[i 2kz + ik ⋅ ∆z ] ) in Eq. (2) includes two
coupled situations (illumination via B1 aperture and detection vis B2
aperture, and illumination via B2 aperture and detection vis B1
aperture). These two situations have the same optical path difference
but different wavefronts, which may result in tiny artefacts. Third,
When the axial size of sub-images is larger than the optical path
differences between adjacent apertures, parts of two adjacent subimages will superpose together, which will results artefacts. This
limitation could be overcome by increasing the thickness of the coated
mirror. Notably, for a better exhibition, we chose a relatively small
optical path difference here that could be increased in practical
application. The requirement of three times imaging depth due to
three synthesized apertures could be overcome by using dual
spectrometer system with spectral compounding [23]. We believe that
a miniaturized portable design based on our fiber-based system,
where the pMAS method is used in conjunction with the conventional
OCT technology for animal models or human examination could be
easily developed.
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